INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES (ICAR)
AGENDA
Monday, July 8, 2019, 2:00 p.m.
Pavilion 5th Floor Conference Room

- Welcome
- Review and approval of the minutes from the May 13, 2019 meeting (no meeting held in June)
- Note: An Emergency Rule filed with the LCAR was supported by Deputy Secretary of Administration/Chair Ferland on 6/28/19 for the Agency of Human Services, Department of Health titled ‘Vital Records Rule’.
- Note any additions or deletions from the agenda
- Public comment
- Presentation of the following proposed rules:
  1. Rules for the Allocation and Distribution of Regional Planning Funds, Agency of Commerce and Community Development
     a. The Municipal and Regional Planning Fund directs the Agency of Commerce and Community Development's Department of Housing & Community Development to allocate funds to the Regional Planning Commissions according to a formula adopted by rule predicated upon accountability for performance. The proposed amendments to the adopted rule are minor, correct technical deficiencies, improve administrative efficiencies, and build inter-governmental accountability.
  2. Visitor Conduct and Fees and Charges for State Park Services and Commercial Activities on Department Lands, Agency of Natural Resources Department of Forest, Parks and Recreation.
     a. Increasing the price of tent sites ($1 per night) and lean-to sites ($3 per night) in state park campgrounds; adjusting minimum reservation and maximum length of stay requirements in certain camping circumstances; expanding the requirement that a pet be constrained on a leash to be at all times in designated state park campgrounds and day use areas; modifying some of the marina slip occupancy rules for Burton Island; and minor editorial and housekeeping changes.
  3. VOSHA Rule: Section 29 CFR 1926, Subpart CC; Changes to Crane Operator Training and Certification in the Construction Industry, Department of Labor
     a. This rule amends §§1926.1427 and §§1926.1430 of Subpart CC (Cranes and Derricks in Construction) of the Construction Standard. This rule will clarify and simplify training and certification of training standards required of crane operators.
4. Rules Governing Inspection of Motor Vehicles, Department of Motor Vehicles
   a. The rule as recently adopted inadvertently excluded inspection criteria for tires and wheels on trailers. This filing is to add "wheels and tires" to the Trailer section on page number 111. H.529 requires modifying the language from "1996 and newer vehicles" to "vehicles 16 years old or newer".
   • Next meeting date: Monday, August 12, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. (note: later changed to August 9, 2019)
   • Adjournment